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The important word in our name, Pacific Pride Doors, is the word PRIDE. We take pride in our workmanship, pride 
in bringing beauty into your home, and great pride in the quality and value we offer in our door line. Our customers 
realize these virtues in our product and that is why they chose Pacific Pride Doors. 

\

“They’re beautiful. The minute these doors arrived, we loved their velvety goodness, and not just because they look 
remarkably better than our old doors..…they look and feel solid, timeless, and crafted with care”.

Pacific Pride employees represent over 75 years of experience in building, designing and engineering wood doors to 
exacting tolerances. Always setting trends in design and use, Pacific Pride continues to innovate. Constantly striving to 
make things easier for customers and giving complete solutions is our goal. 

Our interior swinging doors offer complete reversibility. You no longer need to know which way or “hand” a door 
swings, as our new patented reversible jamb/door system allows the swing to be determined or even changed on the 
job site. If that light switch ends up behind the door, REVERSE the swing with our new system! Having the correct 
swing door every time saves both time and money. Another huge benefit is how easy it is to transport and handle our 
doors. We have greatly reduced the chance of damage to the doors and your physical self.

Our new interior line features a full line of barn door products including Rustic, Traditional and clean Contemporary 
designs. New barn doors for your flat screen TV are now available to bring style and interest to your family room or 
home theater.

Whether it be a Knotty Alder, Mahogany, White Prefinished/Primed, or architectural designs, Pacific Pride has a solution 
for your home that you can take great PRIDE in for your family. 

Thank you for letting us into your homes and being a part of your future memories. 
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Barn Door 
in a Box
Exclusive to Pacific Pride!
Everything is in one box!

Features:
• Unfinished Radiata Pine or Alder

• Stain or paint to match your decor

• Oil Rubbed Bronze hardware

• Pre-drilled holes and prepped for 
ease of door assembly and hardware 
installation

• All screws included

• Doors and hardware designed to ensure 
smooth fit and function

• 1-3/4” and 1-3/8” thicknesses          
(see individual unit specifications)

UP2100 40” x 84”
Radiata Pine Shown with Clearcoat Finish
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UA3100 24” x 84”
Alder shown with Golden Oak Finish

Complete Barn Door Kit
Ready to Assemble

UP2100
Radiata Pine 
Unfinished
Sizes:          
16” x 84”    Outside Vertical Planks: 6”
20” x 84”    Inside Vertical Planks: 4”
24” x 84”    Oil Rubbed Bronze Hardware
28” x 84”    Thickness: 1-3/8”
32” x 84”
36” x 84”
40” x 84”
 

UA3100
Alder 
Unfinished

Sizes:          
18” x 84”    All Vertical Planks: 6”
24” x 84”    Oil Rubbed Bronze Hardware      
30” x 84”    Thickness: 1-3/4”
36” x 84”    
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Possible Alder Configurations
      36”               30”              24”           18”

UA3100 36” x 84”
Alder Shown with Clearcoat Finish
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    40”              36”            32”          28”         24”        20”      16” 

Pacific Pride’s unique Barn Door 
in a Box is extremely versatile. By 
assembling the Barn Door in a Box 
yourself, you determine the 
orientation of the knots. That 
means each customer gets to be 
the artist in creating their own one 
of a kind, custom barn door. If you 
have a shorter door opening or a 
custom application, you can cut 
each plank down in height to fit 
that application. The possibilities 
with this door are endless!
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Single
Barn Doors

CDR2044 36” x 84”
Shown Prefinished with Mistlite Glass

Pacific Pride Barn Doors are beautiful, 
functional, and add a unique flair to 
your home. You can purchase a single 
barn door to add style to a room, or 
purchase two of the same door to 
create a bi-parting or bypass setup in 
your space. 

Our White Primed doors come ready to 
paint making it easy to match the decor 
of any room. Every Rustic Alder door 
can be ordered unfinished, allowing
customers the opportunity to apply a 
stain that best suits their home. Our barn 
doors can be coordinated with our 
swinging interior doors throughout your 
home to add a dramatic focal point. 

Pacific Pride has many options to 
ensure that choosing the right door is 
simple and satisfying. Using our easy two 
step process, we can help you select the 
perfect solution to all your door needs. 
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Primed Pine Doors Architectural Doors

Rustic Alder - Golden Oak Finish Rustic Alder - Unfinished

GA3242LS
size: 36” x 84” 
thickness:  1-3/4”

GA3242RH
size: 36” x 84” 
thickness:  1-3/4”

GA3242
size: 36” x 84” 
thickness:  1-3/4”

UA3242
size: 36” x 84”
 42” x 84” 
thickness:  1-3/4”

UA3242LS
size:  36” x 84”
 42” x 84” 
thickness:  1-3/4”

UA324RS
size:  36” x 84”
 42” x 84” 
thickness:  1-3/4”

P3150LH
Primed
sizes: 36” x 84”
 42” x 84” 
thickness:  1-3/8”

P3220
Primed
sizes: 36” x 84” 
 42” x 84”
thickness: 1-3/4”

FDR3044 
Prefinished
sizes: 36” x 84” 
 42” x 84”
thickness:  1-3/4”

CDR2044
Prefinished w/Clearcoat
sizes: 30” x 84”
 36” x 84”
thickness:  1-3/8”

FLM3255
Unfinished
size: 36” x 84” 
thickness:  1-3/4”
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Round TrackFlat Tracks

BDH03 Stainless SteelBDH02 Stainless SteelBDH01 Bronze

2 Select Your Hardware 

P3150 36” x 84” FLM3255 36” x 84” FDR3044 36”x 84”
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P3150 36” x 84” 

At Pacific Pride, we like choices. That’s 
why we offer three different styles of 
hardware for our stunning barn doors. 
Customers can choose between our oil 
rubbed bronze flat track, stainless steel 
flat track, or stainless steel round track 
to fit their exact door needs. 

All our standard tracks are 80 inches 
long drilled on 16 inch centers. Each 
track is offered in multiple sizes, 
allowing you to choose the track that 
best fits your room opening. 

Add the Privacy Lock option, 
available in bronze or stainless steel, 
to ensure security with every door. 
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BDH02
Stainless Steel
lengths: 48”  64”  80”  84”

BDH01
Oil Rubbed Bronze
lengths: 
48”  64” 80”  84”  96”

Select Your Hardware

BPFLM3255 72”x 84”

BPFDR3044 72” x 84”

A beautiful way to enhance your dining, 
study, kitchen or bedroom areas, bi-part 
barn doors provide an elegant transition 
between spaces. All of our single barn doors 
can be purchased as a set of bi-part doors 
and are built for long lasting beauty and 
durability. 

Both our stainless steel and oil rubbed 
bronze flat track hardware sets are available 
for double door installation. Add the Track 
Connector option to connect two tracks 
when longer travel is needed. Multiple 
handle choices are available in addition to 
the Soft Closer option to create a one of a 
kind set up. 

2
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Bi-parting Barn Doors

BPUA3242LS & BPUA3242RS
72” x 84” Shown with Clearcoat Finish
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Oil Rubbed Bronze Bypass 
System Shown
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Bypass 
Barn Doors

Oil Rubbed Bronze Bypass Hardware Kit

Doors Shown - GA3242LH & GA3242RH
Rustic Alder with Golden Oak Finish

Bypass double door hardware allows the 
ability to dress up closets with the beauty 
of barn doors. Hardware adapts to both 
1-3/8 in. or 1-3/4 in. thickness doors and 
has a quality oil rubbed bronze powder 
or stainless steel coat finish. With easy 
to follow installation instructions, 
mounting is quick and easy to add 
class to any closet. 
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Stainless Steel Bypass Hardware Kit

(4’) BDHKIT0415SS 
(5’) BDHKIT0515SS

(4’) BDHKIT0410B 
(5’) BDHKIT0510B
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BDHKIT0410B Shown
48 in. Dark Oil Rubbed Bronze 
J-Hook Strap Sliding Bypass Barn 
Door Hardware with Floor T-Guide

UA2242LH & UA2242RH 
72” x 84” Shown with Clearcoat Finish 
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UA3242 
48” x 80” Shown with Espresso Finish 
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Barn Door Components

Alder Door Straps
Prefinished

order code: GAStrap
Unfinished

order code: UAStrap

Soft Closer (pair)
order code: CLOSERKIT

Track Connector
Bronze

order code: BDHRCB
Stainless Steel

order code: BDHRCSS

Stainless Steel Pull Handle
order code: SSHANDLE

Iron Pull Ring
order code: BKNOCKER-10B

Iron Pull Handle
order code: BHANDLE-10B

Bypass Brackets
Bronze

order code: BDBPR10B
Stainless Steel

order code: BDBPR15

Wall Guide
Bronze

order code: LWALL10B
Stainless Steel

order code: LWALL15

Privacy Lock
Bronze

order code: BDHPDL10B
Stainless Steel

order code: BDHPDLSS

A
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KTrack - Bronze
48” order code:  BDHTR4810B
64” order code:  BDHTR6410B
80” order code:  BDHTR8010B
84” order code:  BDHTR8410B
96” order code:  BDHTR9610B

Track - Stainless
48” order code:  BDHTR48SS
64” order code:  BDHTR64SS
80” order code:  BDHTR80SS
84” order code:  BDHTR84SS

Hardware Set
Bronze

order code: BDH01
Stainless Steel

order code:  BDH02
Stainless Steel Round Rail

order code:  BDH03
Bronze Bypass Kit* 

4’ order code:  BDHKIT0410B
5’ order code:  BDHKIT0510B

Stainless Steel Bypass Kit*
4’ order code:  BDHKIT0415SS
5’ order code: BDHKIT0515SS

E

D
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* = not pictured



Barn Door
Components

How They
Are Used
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Alder Door Straps Add diagonal elements to barn doors. 
Available in prefinished and unfinished.

Soft Closers Cushion and slow the roll of barn  doors 
when closing.

Track Connector Connects two tracks when longer travel 
is needed. Available in bronze & stainless steel.

Track Component that the barn doors use to roll on. 
Available in bronze in various lengths.

Stainless Steel Pull Handle To help open and close 
your barn door.

Iron Pull Ring To help open and close your barn door.

Iron Pull Handle To help open and close your barn door.

Bypass Brackets Allow doors to pass by each other. Available 
in bronze & stainless steel.

Wall Guide Replaces t-guide for hardwood or tile floors. 
Available in bronze and stainless steel.

Hardware Set Everything needed to mount a single barn door. 
Available in bronze and stainless steel.
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TV Barn Doors
Turn a plain flat screen TV wall into a work of art with 
Pacific Pride’s TV Barn Doors. Our unique TV Barn 
Doors not only provide a point of interest in the decor 
of any room, but they also provide functionality in 
protecting your TV when not in use. Choose one of 
our three styles to dress up your TV in any space. 

Each kit comes with two TV Barn Doors, stainless 
steel or oil rubbed bronze sliding hardware, and two 
soft closers to allow the doors to close exactly in the 
middle of the TV. Customers can choose the standard 
size doors to fit a 50 inch flat screen, or opt for the 
larger size to fit up to a 70 inch TV. Your living room 
will be the hit of the neighborhood with these TV 
Barn Doors!

UA3100
sizes: 24” x 36” and 32” x 42”
thickness:    1 1/4”
hardware:    Oil Rubbed Bronze

FDR3044
sizes: 24” x 36” and 32” x 42”
thickness:    1 1/4”
hardware:    Stainless Steel

Shown with Clearcoat Finish
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P3150
Prefinished White
sizes: 24” x 36” and 32” x 42”
thickness:   1 1/4”
hardware:  Oil Rubbed Bronze

UA3100
Shown with Clearcoat Finish
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Interior Doors

UA2242 Shown with Clearcoat Finish
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When renovating her Chicago home, Michelle Renard, author of 
popular home decor and interior design blog Hello Lovely, selected 
our Knotty Alder interior doors to install throughout the house. 

Michelle paired the rustic look of our Knotty Alder doors with white 
and gray finishes, accents of tan burlap, and pastel accessories to 
complete the look. The results are stunning!

Redesign Your Home with Pacific Pride!
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P2235-36  36” x  80”
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P2250 36” x 80”
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•  NEW Reversible jamb kits that 
allow handing to be determined at 
installation (see page 30,31)

•  Oil Rubbed Bronze hinges with 
your choice of Alder (prefinished or 
unfinished), prefinished Mahogany and 
White frames

•  Choice of slab (no frame) or prehung 
(shipped knocked down, ready to 
assemble)

•  1-3/8” thick slabs
•  2-3/8” backset single bore
•  All interior doors available as double 
doors

Swinging Interior 
Door Features

P2220 Double Door
(1) 30” x 80” with (1) 18” x 80”
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THICKNESS SLAB HEIGHT AVAILABLE WIDTHS

1-3/8” 80” 18” 24” 28” 30” 32” 36”

1-3/4” 96” 
P3220-8 only 24” 28” 30” 32” 36”

All Doors Available as Slab or Prehung in the Following Sizes

ALDER

GA2242
Prefinished

P2210 P2220

UA2242
Unfinished

GA2242LS
Prefinished

P2250

UA2242LS
Unfinished

GA2242RS
Prefinished

P3220-8
8’0 tall

UA2242RS
Unfinished

FLM2255
Prefinished / Mahogany Frame

8’0 tall 
doors are 
1-3/4” 
thick and 
available in 
all widths 
except 18”

80
”

80
”

CDR2044
Prefinished 
with Clearcoat

PRIMED

P2235

MAHOGANY

DRIFTWOOD

CDR2044 & 
FDR3044
Available in 
30” x 80/84” 
36” x 80/84”
Only

FDR3044
Unfinished
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P2220 (1) 36” x 80”
(1) 72” x 80”
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CDR2044 72” x 80”
Shown Prefinished with Mistlite Glass

Interior 
Double Doors

Design your home from the inside 
out starting with Pacific Pride’s 
stunning interior doors. Each of our 
interior doors are carefully crafted to 
ensure quality and longevity within 
your home. 

All interior doors can be installed as 
double doors, allowing each customer 
the ability to create their own unique 
atmosphere. Simply choose the style 
and size that best fits your home’s 
personality. 

CDR2044 only available in 
30” x 80” and 36” x 80”
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FDR3044  72” x 80”
Shown with Matching FDR3044 TV Barn Doors
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FLM2255  72” x 80” 
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Pacific Pride doors introduces a patented, revolutionary design with the NEW Reversible Jamb System. Created so that handing does 
not have to be determined until installation, the Reversible Jamb System benefits every step of the supply chain; from distributors and 
retailers who can reduce inventory without sacrificing selection, to installers and DIY customers who can ensure job completion through 
flexible reversible handing.

PATENTED

HINGE PREP
Machined both sides so that 
hinge jambs can be switched 
with strike jambs to reverse 
handing

STRIKE PREP
Machined both sides so that strike 
jambs can be switched with hinge 
jambs to reverse handing

JAMB STOPS
Jamb stops are shipped loose so 
they can be applied after installing 
frame for a cleaner, stronger 
system

HINGES
Engineered with one radius 
flange and one square edge 
flange so hinges can be 
flipped to accommodate 
either handing

Reversible Jamb System
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Unfinished Alder WoodPrefinished Alder Wood Prefinished Mahogany Wood Primed White

BEING ABLE TO 
SWITCH YOUR 
HINGE JAMB 
WITH YOUR 

STRIKE JAMB 
MEANS...

ANY CHOICE YOU 
MAKE IS THE 
RIGHT ONE

•  No more handing “oops”
Never worry about LH or RH mistakes 
again

•  A stronger, cleaner system 
Instal l ing frame through the jamb 
stop channel al lows for instal lat ion 
adjustments and no nai l or screw holes 
to repair or putty

• Less damage
Reducing inventory means less space 
required, less handling needed and 
ult imately less damage caused

The Pacific Pride Reversible Jamb Kit 
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BPP3150  84” x 84”


